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I* Introduction 

If boron is bombarded with deuterons, neutrons 

are obtained by the following reactions: 

(1) ^B11 + H2 -*6C
12-+- 13*7 Mev 

(2) + ^H2 32
h®^ -t QH1 .+ 6,If Mev 

3*0 2 7i j 
(3) r-B + H ->,G n+ 6*47 Mev 
5 1 6 0 

Reaction (l) gives neutrons with Q-values of 13*6, 9*3* 

X 2 
6*2, and if*l Mev* * The neutrons from reaction (2) 

have a continuum of energies and the neutrons from 

X 2 
reaction (3) have Q-values of 6*4? and 4*62 Mev* * 

11 12 
Two possible ways for the B {d,n)C reaction 

to take place are by the formation of a compound nucleus 

3 
and by a stripping reaction as postulated by Butler* 

It should be possible to determine which way the reac¬ 

tion takes place by measuring the angular distribution 

of each neutron group* If stripping takes place, the 

angular distribution of a neutron group should exhibit 

a more pronounced maximum at small angles and be con¬ 

siderably lower at large angles than is the case when 

a. compound nucleus Is formed. 

The spin^ of Is §■ and the spin of the 

deuteron is 1* which makes the channel spins equal 

1-3'*’ f- 
to 2"* £ > and y if a compound nucleus is formed* For 

the possible values of the orbital momentum of the 
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neutron# 1 # aee Table 1* 1 is the orbital moraen- n d 
turn of the deuteron and the neutron spin is jp . 

If stripping takes place, the deuteron breaks 

up in the neighborhood of the nucleus# but far enough 

away so that the neutron completely misses the nucleus 

and the proton is captured* Hence stripping is a 

direct transition from the initial nucleus to the 

final nucleus* Butler assumes that the neutron does 

not interact with the nucleus and that the energy of 

the incoming deuteron is much larger than the coulomb 

repulsion of the douteron and the nucleus. 
r 

Bhatia# Huang# Hubys and Hawns give two selec¬ 

tion rules which enable one to determine something 

about the final nucleus. The first rule Is “the final 

angular momentum must be obtainable by vector addi¬ 

tion of the initial angular momentum the orbital 

angular momentum 1^ of the absorbed proton, and the 

latter’s spin angular momentum which is ^", The other 

rule states that ”1 must be even or odd according 
r 

as the parities of the initial and final levels are 

the same or different,!l 

Since and 1 must be odd in 

order to conserve parity* 1 con conserve momentum 

if it is onej larger values are less probable because 

of the higher centrifugal barrier. The stripping 



3 5 
theory as worked out by Butler or Bhatia, and others, 

as stones that the cases for 1^> 0 are negligible; there¬ 

fore the stripping theory is only valid for 1 — Q* 

But this would make the distribution isotropic for 

compound nucleus formations* 

By measuring the angular distribution of the 

neutrons* if the stripping theory can be applied, 1 

can be determined by finding the value of 1 that 

gives a theoretical curve that best fits the expert- 
5 

mental points. This value is usually unique. Know¬ 

ing 1^, the parity of the final nucleus can be 

determined and the spin determined within the limits 

set by applying the two selection rules* 

6 
The work of Burke, Risser, and Phillips 

shows a peak in the forward direction for the 

11, . 12 
B (d,n)G reaction* Their curves are a composite 

of all the neutron groups, since they used a long 

counter* 

if the various neutron groups from the 

11, .12 
B (&,n)G reaction could be resolved so that an 

angular distribution of each group could be measured, 

12 
some information about the excited states of 0 

could be obtained. If the stripping reaction takes 

place, a maximum in the forward direction would be 

evident# If a compound nucleus is formed, any one 



state of the compound nucleus should be expected to 

give a neutron distribution which is symmetric around 

90° except x-hen 1^ or 1 *■ 0. Since the distribution 

probably results from a combination of a number of 

states of the compound nucleus* symmetry about 90° 

can not be expected* Peaking in the backward direc¬ 

tion in addition to the peaking in the forward', direc¬ 

tion would, however, rule out stripping as a predomi¬ 

nant effect and indicate an appreciable compound 

nucleus formation* 



XIf Experimental Procedure 

Boron targets were bombarded with deuterons 

accelerated by the Bice Institute1^ 2~Mev Vonjie Graaff 

positive ion accelerator (which has an energy resolu¬ 

tion of .0*5$) § The two targets, that were used* were 

prepared from natural boron, which has a composition of 
.... 11 . 10 
80/b B and 20% B * One was an infinite target in 

the form of boron carbide and the other one, which was 

prepared by evaporating boron onto a silver backing, 

was approximately 20-Kev thick for a beam of 1,3-Mev 

deuterons. The thickness, of the thin target was deter¬ 

mined by comparing Hie neutron yield with the yield of . 

the infinite target bombarded by1,3-Hev deuterons. 

This determination was possible by the use of the 

eXoltauoncmvesofB^e.R1339r,anammp3.
6 

The targets were mounted on a brass rod which 

went through the center of the top plate of a cylin¬ 

drical aluminum target chamber. The rod was insulated 

from the rest of the chamber by a teflon bushing, so 

that a current integrator could be used to measure the 

deuteron beam current. The rod could be rotated 3&0° 

about an axis perpendicular to the beam in order that 

the targets could be placed at an angle to the beam. 

An axial displacement of the rod allowed either of the 

targets to be placed in the path of the beam without 

opening the vacuum system. 



A* The Neutron Spectome ter 

In order to study the angular distribution of 

-several neutron groups from a reaction such as the 

11 12 
B (d,n)0 reaction a detector with fair energy res¬ 

olution was necessary* The neutron spectrometer described 

by Arthur Cole in his M* A* thesis, The Rice Institute, 

Hay, 1953, appeared suitable for this purpose* 

The spectrometer consisted of a thin poly¬ 

ethylene ‘'radiator” with a proportional counter and a 

Mai scintillation counter operating in coincidence to 

detect the recoil protons made by the neutron beam 

incident on the radiator* A schematic of the spec¬ 

trometer is ahoxm in Fig, 1# This arrangement greatly 

reduced the background com ting rate due to gamma rays* 

Polyethylene was choson because it was easy to 

handle and lli$ of its weight was hydrogen* The poly¬ 

ethylene molecules consist of a chain of carbon atoms 

with two hydrogen atoms per carbon atom* Recoil pro¬ 

tons were made from the hydrogen atoms in the radiator 

which was one inch in diameter* 

Opposite the radiator, there was a one inch 

hole in the proportional counter’s wall through which 

a glass light-pipe, B, was inserted* A teflon ring, 

C, made the vacuum seal* The end of the light-pipe 

projecting into the counter had a recess in which a 



A. PHOTOMULTIPLIER 
B. LIGHT-PIPE 
C. TEFLON VACUUM SEAL 
D PRY^TAI 
E. PROPORTIONAL COUNTER 
F. THICK RADIATOR 
G. ALPHA SOURCE 
H. BLANK 
I. THIN RADIATOR 
J. BRASS WALL 
K. COUNTER WIRE 

FIG. I 
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Nal(Tl) crys tal was inserted* She crystal* D* was 

three-fourths of an inch in diameter and 70 mils thick. 

This thickness was calculated to be sufficient to 

stop a l£~Hev proton* but still thin enough so that 

electrons due to gamma radiation would,lose on the 

average only a small fraction of their energy in the 

crystal. The end window of a Du Mont 6292 photo¬ 

multiplier* A* was joined optically to the other end 

of the light-pipe* Thejoptieal joint was made with 

Dow Corning 200 fluid*9 

The inner brass cylinder* J* and the 5 mil 

tungsten wire* K* formed the electrodes of a gas pro¬ 

portional counter* A recoil proton from the radiator 

could only reach the crystal by passing through this 

counter* Holes 3 cm in diameter in the brass walls 

permitted entry and exit of the recoil protons from 

the proportional counter* 

The radiators were mounted on a carriage that 

could be turned from the outside* The carriage had 

four positions* One had a "thick” radiator* F* the 

second had a "thin" radiator* I* the third exposed a 

small Po(HaF) source* G, and the fourth was blank, H. 

The blank was used to obtain the background counting 

rate when a neutron spectrum was measured* The Po 

source gave off 5,3-Mev alpha particles x-jhich were 
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used to tost the resolution of tto.e Hal crystal and to 

establish an energy scale* She “thick* radiator was 

4-0 mg/cmx thick and was used to count the 13*? and 9.3- 

Hey neutrons, The *thinM radiator was 16 mg/cm1 thick 

and was used for the low energy neutrons# 

She proportional counter, was filled, with ; 

argon and carbon dioxide to a pressure of one-fifth 

of. an atmosphere. - To insure stability over a long ■'■■■? 

period of, time * the counter was thoroughly out gassed 

■before; being, filled with the argon-carbon dioxide: 

mixture# Polyethylene and teflon were found to have 

very low vapor pressures which kept the gas from being 

contaminated by organic material. The relative 

stopping power of argon is 0*98 so that 3*5 inches at 

one-fifth of an atmosphere is equivalent to 1*7 cm of 

air* An 8-i!ev proton will lose 1#2$ of Its energy in 

crossing, the counter *. Likewise# the alpha particles 

will lose 2 Mev in crossing the counter* Different 

proton paths vary in length by about 3% so that the 

ionisation energy along the various paths differs by 

a negligible amount* The pulse height of a 10-Kov 

electron is roughly one-half the pulse height of a 

10-Mev proton which means that the gas counter will 

count a great number of low energy electrons. A gas 

pressure of one-tenth of an atmosphere was tried# 
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but the countlag rate due to the electrons was prohib¬ 

itively large* By using a higher gas pressure and a 

lower voltage, the electron counting rate was greatly 

reduced, If the 15-Mev protons could be detected, 

then certainly the protons with lower energies could 

be detected since they would give larger pulses* lon- 

igation loss per unit length of path is given in 

fable 2 for several proton-energy values from 1 to IS 

Mev* The puls© sices are normalized such that the 

pulse height of a 15-Mev proton is one* 

Table 2 

Proton Energy 
(Mev) 

X 

2 

k 

S 

12 

15 

Relative Pulse 
Height 

10.5 

5*6 

3*k 

1.9 

14 

1*0 

The pulses from the proportional counter were 

10 
sent through a cathode follower to an amplifier 

11 
which fed an integral discriminator* The integral 

pulses then went to a coincidence circuit followed by 

10 
a discriminator and a scaler. The photomultiplier 

output was connected in a similar fashion except that 
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a differential pulse height analyser^ replaced the 

first discriminator* She integral bias in the pro¬ 

portional counter channel eliminated most of the low 

level pulses due to electrons* She pulse height' anal¬ 

yser was used to find the pulse height distribution 

of the scintillation counter’s pulses* She scintil¬ 

lation counter’s pulse height distribution wsa a raono- 

tonicly decreasing curve except for a small peak 

corresponding to the 13*6-Mev neutrons* However, by 

counting only the coincident pulses from both counters# 

Hie 9*3 and 13*6- Mev neutron groups were resolved as 

shown in Fig* 2. She electronics were connected as 

described above in order to keep them as simple as 

possible* 

She coincidence circuit use a 6BH6 tube in a 

circuit similar to the ones described by Smaller and . 
<7 ' ft „ 

Avery #* and Adler* She resolving time was adjusted 

to 0*8 microseconds# althoxigh this circuit is capable 

of resolving times as short as 0*01 microseconds. 

She long resolving time in this instance was due to 

the long input pulses and the low level of discrim¬ 

ination on the output pulses* She long input pulses 

were used to compensate for the phase shifts due to 

any instability of the triggering level of the 

discriminator circuits. A delay line was inserted 
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between the Integral discriminator and the coincidence 

circuit to compensate partially for the phase shifts. 

Since the gas counter pulses had a rise time of approx¬ 

imately 0.5 microseconds1, the 0.8 microsecond rise 

time was used on both amplifiers although the scin¬ 

tillation counter*a pulses had a rise time of 0*3 

microseconds* 

The accidental coincidence rate IS given by: 

A 

where t is the resolving time of the coincidence cir¬ 

cuit and W-j. and Hg are the counting rates of the two 

input channels* Since the counting rate of the scin¬ 

tillation counter was very low* the accidental counts 

were negligible in the region of the two highest energy 

neutron groups* Fig* 1A shows the accidental counts 

as a function of energy* This curve was computed 

using the data from the spectrum plotted In Fig* 2; 

The energy resolution of the neutrons was 

expected to be poorer than that of the alpha particles; 

This was substantiated by the experimental results, 

of which Figs. 2 and 3 are typical examples* There 

are several reasons for this difference In the reso¬ 

lution* First* the alpha particles came from virtually 

a point source* aspot about 5 mm in diameter, so that 

they all hit the crystal at nearly the same angle. 
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f ' ■■ 

Therefore, all the alpha particles lost: nearly the same 

energy in the gas, since they all traveled approxi¬ 

mately the same distance# Second, because of the sis© 

of the crystal and of the radiator, the crystal accepted 

recoil protons from the radiator with a range of angles 

from aero to a maximum angle, 0^, where Q is the angle 

between the noutron,s forward direction and the re¬ 

coiling proton*s direction, See Fig, if# Since the 

energy of the recoil proton, E , is given by s 
P ? 

E -=s E cos © 
P n 

where En is the energy of the incident neutron, there 

will be a spread in proton energies for one neutron 

maximum oc are used, 0*, equals Z6a 9 which gives an E^ 

of 0*8 EJJ* Hot*ever ft equals 12° y where (9 is; the mini¬ 

mum S for a maximum ^ and this makes E^ =*■ 0,95 En, 

This gives an energy spread of protons from a mono- 

energetic neutron^ source of !$%• Since this is an 

extreme case, the most probable spread will be some¬ 

what lower* 



A third factor affecting the resolution enters 

because the neutron energy also has an energy spread 

due to the angle at which the neutron leaves the target. 

which gives the angular dependence of the neutron en¬ 

ergy* 

forward direction and the resultant neutron, md is 

the mass of the deuteron, 1% is the mass of the resul¬ 

tant neutron, and tag are the masses of the Initial 

and final nuolei respectively* E<j is the energy of the 

deuteron and Q is the energy liberated in the reaction. 

M equals 4- equals ■+■ m^. E^ and <*■ are in the 

laboratory system* For Q = l3,7Mevs Eg = 1.7M©v, and 

the maximum for the experimental conditions* there 

is less than 1% energy spread. 

the use of the infinite target to get a maximum neu¬ 

tron flux1 therefore, neutrons were formed by deuterons* 

having energy spreads from 0 up to the beam energy. 

For 90° and =■ 0, there was a 7$ spread in the 

l5-Mev group and a 8,5$ spread in the 10-Mev group. 

Also, to pbtain a higher counting rate* the channel 

width of the pulse height analyser was made three 

Another factor affecting the resolution was 



times larger for the neutrons than for the alpha par* 

tides* 

Also the proton energies had a spread because 

the protons were produced at all depths in the radiator 

When.the protons went through the whole thickness of, 

the radiator, the 13*6*Mev protons lost 1.5 Mev while 

th© 10-Mev protons lost 2*5 Mev* 

Figure 2 shows the results obtained from the 

3-11 (&,n)C reaction* The neutrons from the ground 
' 12 

state of G were well resolved while the 9*3~Mev 

neutrons gave © broad peak at 90^ with K 1*2 Mev* 

The background as given in Fig. 1A was subtracted from 

the net number of counts at each pulse height to ob¬ 

tain the curve in Fig* 2* The errors indicated are the 

statistical errors due to random counting* .Except 

for the end points, the statistics were about 20$. 

From the curves given by* Burke, Kisser, and 
6 

Phillips the infinite target was computed to be equi¬ 

valent to a target 0.75 mg/cm2 thick for a 1 *2~Mev 

deuteron beam. The total neutron flux, I, produced 

by a deuteron beam of 1 microamperes was then computed 

8 
to be 1,61x10 neutrons per second, The beam currents 

obtainable are approximately 0,1 microamperes, so . 

that M — 1,6x10 7 neutrons per second* 

A radiator of radius presents a solid angle 
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of S =s at a distanced from the source then /?>^7 

T ^ c 1K*>2 i 
If the actual distances are inserted, — s vtn 

At 15 Mev the total n-p cross section, s' , is 0,3 barns, 

Then for a radiator of thickness t cm, the probability . 

of Interaction^, is: 

„ _ td2N ^ 
P= “A 

where d is the density of polyethylene (0,9 gm/cm2), 

H /sAvogadro*s number, and A ^molecular weight of 

polyethylene 

**’3 

Putting in the above values, 

p 5>fcxl0 ", Since the thickness of the thick radiator 
• * ,,*>3 ' 1' 

is 0,01# cm, p is 0.22x10 * The recoil protons are 

uniformly distributed in energy between 0 and lOQ/per 

cent of the neutron energy. The geometry indicates 

that all protons leaving the center of the radiator 

having energies between 0*99 and 1 *00 En will strike 

the crystal, so that the crystal detects 1$ of all 

recoil protons originating at the center* The crystal 

subtended a solid angle of about TffrjrLp —.02 from any 

point on the radiator* Then from any point on the 

edge of the radiator, protons with 0*9 to 0*85 Sn 

would hit the crystal, or about 0*3$ of the protons 

from a point on the edge of the radiator would strike 

the crystal# As m average, let us say C - 0*6$ of 

the protons produced will hit the crystal* Then the 

total counting rate, T, equals. HSPG »r0#l5 neutrons 



pep second* 

16 

2 
From the work of Gibson , the 13*7**Mev neu¬ 

trons were computed to be 27$ of the total neutrons 

produced by deutorons * bombarding natural boron* The 

6 
work of Burke, Hisser, and Phillips Indicated that 

the percentage of high energy neutrons was nearly the 

same at 1.2 Mev as at 930 Key whore Glbson*s data was 

taken* 

The neutron spectrometer resolved the two 

high energy neutron groups, although the counting 

rate was so low that the statistical errors were large* 

Since the ratio of the counting rate given by the 

infinite target to the rate given by the thin target 

is nine to one, the same, statistics could be obtained 

by using the thin target and a beam current ten times 

larger* It was found later that the gas counter could 

be used at a lower voltage and still give the same 

coincident counting rate* This lowered the counting 

rate of the proportional counter by a factor of 100 

which would make the accidental counting rate low 

enough to use at lower neutron energies* However, the 

background counting would probably increase as the beam 

current increased, and this might predominate over the 

lowrer neutron group so that they could not be resolved* 

On the other hand, it is seen from table 2 that the 
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relative proton pulso height goes up as the proton 

energy goes down? thus, the voltage In the propor¬ 

tional counter might he decreased further to eliminate 

part of the electron pulses which would then let the 

other neutron groups he resolved# The use of a multi¬ 

channel puls© height analyser might he used to give 

better statistics in a reasonable length of time# 

B* Angular Distributions 

By An Anthracene Counter# 

Since the counting rate of the neutron 

spectrometer was very low, it was decided that an 

angular distribution should bo measured with an an¬ 

thracene scintillation counter* Anthracene was chosen 

because it gives a rectangular pulse height distribu- 

13 
tlon for a raonoenergetie group of neutrons# The 

13*7-H©v neutron group is well separated from the 

9»3-H©V group so that the pulse height distribution 

from the 13#?-Mev group should be easily resolved 

from the other group# For the rectangular puls© 

height distribution the number of neutrons counted 

should be proportional to the channel width and 

independent of the pulse height# The counting rate 

was expected to be greater than that of the neutron 

spectrcrneter# since a recoil proton should be formed 

in the anthracene crystal for 0*$% of the neutrons 
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passing through it. Sine© the anthracene crystal 

subtends 0*02 ateradians and the total neutron flux 

is 1.8xl06 neutrons per second, 3.5x10^ neutrons per 

second should go into the crystal. The thin target 

was found to produce one-ninth as many neutrons as the 

infinite target? thus the total neutron flux is one- 

ninth of the total flux computed in section 1A. Since 

the scintillation efficiency (number of photons pro- 
,1k 

duced by one proton) is about 0.0k and 190 recoil 

protons per second are formed in the anthracene crystal, 

about ?*£> neutrons per second should be detected by 

the anthracene counter* The channel width was about 

9$ of the width of the rectangular pulse height dis¬ 

tribution, so that 0*8 neutrons per second should be 

counted* fclhen the thin target was bombarded with deu- 

terons, th© counting rate was about one neutron per 

second* If the counting rates from the neutron spec¬ 

trometer and the anthracene counter are compared, it 

is seen that the anthracene counter is about ?0 times 

more efficient than the neutron spectrometer. This 

made it possible to use the thin target to improve 

the energy resolution* 

The scintillation counter consisted of an 

anthracene crystal three fourths of an inch in diameter 

and an inch long mounted on an R.C.A. 5819 photoraul-* 

tiplier* The crystal was mounted in a Incite container 
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with magnesium oxide around the aides to reflect light 

back into the photomultiplier. Dow Corning 200 fluid^ 

was used for the optical joint* Since the scintilla¬ 

tion counter resolved the ground state neutrons from 

the other group as Pig* $ shows* it was decided to 

measure the angular distribution of the ground state 

group at several energies* ' 

The photomultiplier was connected through a 

10 
cathode follower and an amplifier to a pulse height 

11 10 
analyser ifhich was connected to a scaler. 

The counter was capable of being rotated 

continuously from 0° to 135° with respect to the beam* 

and the angles could be measured to within 0**>**■ A 

slight shift of the pulse height distribution towards 

lower energies was observed a3 the counter was rotated 

to larger angles* This shift was partly due to a 

slight’effect on the photomultiplier by the field of 

the analysing magnet, and also it was partly due to 

the motion of the center of . mass of the targe t nucleus 

and the incident deuteron. As table 3 shows* this 

shift amounted to a maximum of 12$, A Mu metal shield 

was put around the photomultiplier and a laminated soft 

iron galvanometer shield about one-half inch thick 

was also placed around the photomultiplier. 

The effects of the magnetic field on the 
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Table 3 

Ed = 1*7 Mov Q * 13*7 Mev 

e sn E*/B0O 

o i5.o5 i.oo 
ij.5 iMii. 0*98 

90 13*38 0.89 

135 13.25 0*88 

photomultiplier t*ere tested with a 0o° source placed 

on the iron shield so that the source could be moved 

with the photomultiplier without changing the orienta¬ 

tion or distance with respect to the crystal. The 

pulse height distributions for several angles were 

measured for several magnet currents (The energy scale 

was also calibrated from these measurements*} The 

largest shift observed was about 20 units. This shift 

plus the calculated shift due to the center of mass 

motion accounted for the total shift. 

To compensate for this shift, the channel of 

the pulse height analyser was moved doxmwards as the 

angles were increased* To determine how much to change 

the channel, a pulse height distribution of the neu¬ 

trons from the thin target was obtained at several 

angles. A point on the flat part of the distribution 

curve was chosen such that the ratio of this point to 

the end point was a constant* 

A piece of lead 8mm* thick and about one 
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inch in diameter was placed between the target and 

the anthracene crystal to remove the possibility of 

. iq 
counting any 13,t|-~Mev electrons from the decay of 

B 
12 12 

to C . 

Deuterons pins aluminum can also give neu- 

trons with a Q of 9*08 Mev* ^ For E^ equal to 1,7 Mev 

and equal to 0% E equals 10.6 Mev, The channel 

from which the angular distributions were obtained 

was Jeep t well above 10 Mev* She only gamma ray that 

was intense enough to give a very large counting rate 
1 w X2 

was the ii.»lj.5-Mev gamma ray^ from ’"'0 * According to 

16 
Wright , an electron produces nearly twice as many 

light quanta as a proton of the same energy in an 

anthracene crystal* If it is assumed that a gamma 

ray produces a Compton electron of nearly the same 

energy, then the pulse size from the l}.,lj.j?~Mev gamma 

ray would be equivalent to a 9-Mev photon which is 

below the neutron pulse from aluminum* 

The distance between the center of the tar¬ 

get and the crystal varied by less than two millimeters 

out of 12 cm* The target was turned at an angle of 

k$° with respect to the beam in order to have approx¬ 

imately the same silver absorption for neutrons in the 

0° to 120° region. This also made the target appear 

l,i|.: times thicker to the beam. The beam actually 
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struck the target slightly off centers and this caused 

the distance from the place where the beam hit the 

target to the crystal to vary by about kfo. 

The crystal subtended an angle of approxi¬ 

mately 10°j and the spread of energies due to center 

of mass motion was less than 2$ in this solid angle. 

The background was negligible except for the angles 

greater than 90° at 1*7 Mev# All the points plotted 

are averages of at least two runs, and most of them 

are averages of four runs. Each run was based on 

one thousand integrator registers* 
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III* Results and Conclusions 

It was possible to resolve the 13*7-Mev neu¬ 

trons sufficiently to obtain their angular distribu¬ 

tion* but no other neutron groups could be resolved 

well enough to obtain their angular distribution* The 

angular distribution of the 13,7-Mev neutrons at three 

different deuteron bombarding energies are shown in 

Pig, 6, The points shown have been corrected for 

the background counting rate and the variation of 

the distance between the anthracene crystal and the 

target* The errors indicated are due to statistical 

fluctuations only. 

In order to explain the angular distributions 

by compound nucleus formation* an 1^ of at least one 

would have to be assumed because an isotropic distri¬ 

bution curve can not be fitted to the points. For 

the same reason a ln of 0 is impossible. Prom Table 1 

it is seen that the lowest possible value of ln is 

two when 1^ is one* but these values would give a 

distribution symmetric about 90°which is ruled out 

,by the antisymmetry, of the distributions of Pig* 6. 

Any higher values of ln for a 1$ of one are rather 

unlikely because of the increase of the centrifugal 

barrier* If lj is two, then a 1* of one Is possible 

according to Table 1, but this would also require 
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symmetry around 90°* Higher values of 1 are again 

rather unlikely because of the centrifugal barrier# 

Also the penetrability of a deuteron with an 1, of 
6 ** 

0 la 2x10 times greater than that of a deuteron with 

a lg of 2, Higher values of 1^ are even more improb¬ 

able. 

Since the curves in Pig# ,6 have peaks at 

small angles, they can not be explained by compound 

nucleus formation* Howevert the stripping theory 

predicts a peaking in the forward direction* In the 

introduction it was shown that a 1 of one might be 
11 12 ^ 

expected from the B {&*n)C reaction, and the curves 

shown in Pig#6 are of the shape that stripping theory 
3 

predicts* The high point at 13$° in the 1.7-Mev 

distribution might possibly be caused by scattering 

from an aluminum flange which connected the target 

chamber to the vacuum system# 

Since it is impossible to tell if a neutron 

comes from a stripping reaction or a compound nucleus, 

the peaking may be caused by a combination of strip¬ 

ping and compound nucleus formation such that the 

net result is a peaking in the forward direction# 

Ihe peaking might also be the result of neutrons with 

several values of 1^ such that an assymmetric distri¬ 

bution results* 



The angular distribution at largo angles 

will havo to b© carefully measured to obtain more in¬ 

formation, However# this would require moving the 

counter farther from the target so that the tube 

through which the beam travels wouldn*t interfere 

with the counter. This would reduce the neutron 

counting rate end cause more of the aluminum flange 

to be in the neutrons1 path. 

In view of the curves shown in Pig, 6# it 

would seem that the greater anisotropy of the angular 

6 
distributions of Burke# Kisser# and Phillips must be 

caused partially by neutrons not from the ground state 

Because Burke# Kisser# and Phillips used a long coun¬ 

ter# they couldn’t determine the angular distributions 

of the individual groups. 

Information secured by using higher beam 

energies would be helpful since the angular distri- 

11 
bution seems to be dependent on energy* If pure B 

targets could be.used# it would b© easier to resolve 

the other neutron groups and to measure their angular 

distribution. This additional information would prob¬ 

ably be helpful in securing more information about 
11 i2 

the B (d#n)C reaction* 
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